
Nano the MOF 

& Professor Theodore 

save the planet!



Nano themof

 Professor
Theodore



Hi, I am nanothe mof

I am very small

and I have a

Super-power!



Do you want to

discover how?

With Professor

Theodore, 

I can save the

planet!



The super-power of 

Nano the MOFEpisode 1



I am a metal

organic

framework

Hi nano, you
look very

funny. Tell me

more about you!

https://icfonlineeur.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/CleanHydrogen-Webinars/EuOgj3cOkAdAqf6wbM1uFFYBjFT60IEpSCnY7nA9438z9w?e=5%253ak62mph&fromShare=true&at=9
https://icfonlineeur.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/CleanHydrogen-Webinars/EuOgj3cOkAdAqf6wbM1uFFYBjFT60IEpSCnY7nA9438z9w?e=5%253ak62mph&fromShare=true&at=9


This means that 

I‘m
 made 

of s
mall 

metal s
coops

held
 together by 

lit
tle 

sticks. 

Metal Organic Frameworks (we will
call them MOFs) are solid

materials, made of metallic ions
(which are acting as connectors)

and of organic material (which are
acting as linkers between the

connectors). 
Organic material is made of the

same molecules than living
organisms (plant, animals). This

means mainly carbon, oxygen and
hydrogen.  

Learn more 

This is
interesting! Can

you explain?



Why are you sospecial?

In MOFs, the geometrical structure between
the metallic ions and the organic linkers

creates high porosity. 
This means there are empty spaces, named

pores, within the MOFs. You can imagine
something porous as full of tiny holes. 

Learn more 

I am super
porous!



Porous?

Learn more my skeleton is
made of scoops

and sticks, is full
of tiny emptyholes!

This makes
me very

light



your tiny holes arehundred thousand times
smaller than the width ofa hair! Amazing!

this makes me a
nano porous

material.

A nanometer is one millionth of a
millimeter! Nanomaterials are less
than 100 nanometers wide. Things

this small act in some really
special ways. They have all kinds of
uses, for example in electronics or

medicine.

Learn more 



 I can catch and stick

a lot of things in me,

It’s like being a super
sponge.

Adsorption is the sticking of gas, liquid or solid

particles to a surface. The force holding these

particles on the surface may be physical or

chemical. 

Something porous can retain particles in its

pores by adsorption and release these particles

later.

I can adsorb
things!

Learn more 

What is your

super-power?



Hydrogen is the simplest and the
most abundant chemical element in

the universe. 
It can be used to produce electricity

and to power vehicles. And this,
without CO2 emissions. 

Because hydrogen is very light, it is
very difficult to store. MOFs can
store hydrogen in their pores by

adsorption.

Learn more I CAN REMOVE POLLUTANTS FROM THE

AIR OR FROM WATER!
I CAN ALSO STORE A LOT OF ENERGY BY

ADSORBING GREEN HYDROGEN.
I can carry medicines to the exact

spot inside our bodies where they

are needed.
wHAT CAN YOU DOWITH YOURADSORPTION POWER?



The End



Nano the MOF and Professor Theodore got
a lot of money from the European Union 

for helping to save the planet.
They say: “Thank you!"

Thank you
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